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Everyone loves the 70s AM Radio Hits! Re-live
the K-Tel Classics with the enormously talented
Dan Hare as he recreates some of your favorite
songs. Info available at
DanHare.com dhare@telus.net

Get the latest from Dan Propp
Please visit
www.Nostalgicroads.Weebly.com Search for Song CD’s
by Dan Propp via cdbaby.com and also
www.soundcloud.com plus books via www.amazon.ca
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SEE RED?
SEE YOUR

DOCTOR.

Blood in the urine is the most common
symptom of bladder cancer. Don’t ignore
this warning sign. It could save your life.

You Smile...We Smile
Do you have
forgotten funds
sitting in a
dormant account?
We’re the BC Unclaimed Property Society.
Search our online database to find out if
you have a dormant credit union account,
unclaimed wages, or outstanding life
insurance proceeds waiting for you. Our
services are free, and your privacy is
always protected.

unclaimedpropertybc.ca

Ask for our patient preferred

“Sullivan Signature Dentures”
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Tricia Thobaben is certified in Dr Abe’s suction SEMCD
technique, is an advanced set up practitioner for lingualized
occlusion and runs a full service BPS Denture Clinic.

20 Years
Experience!
“Denture & Implant Solutions”

Read our Great Reviews at
SullivanDentures.com!
Tricia Thobaben

Registered Denturist
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#110 5450 152 Street
Surrey, BC V3S 5J9
info@sullivandentures.com
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ACCORDION TO DAN
Memory is an
amazing phenomenon that certainly
becomes apparent
the older some of us
seniors
become.
Well, at least as far as I can remember, the last
time I checked. Did I take that pill or not? Where
did I put the keys? It was just here a minute a go.
As they say, it’s just part of life the more mature
we get, eh.
Speaking of important events of the past, our
memories appear to become sharper than a pin.
Thus, the following!
GROOVY MEMORIES
When we get younger, remembering the past,
many years from now, where is that pen, the key
to the front door, that present memory of recall is
ever fading now. I think of the British invasion,
and their records, then way back to the Crew Cuts
who sang “Sh Boom Sh Bboom,” “There Goes
My Baby” sung by the Drifters, The Everly
Brothers played at Isy’s Supper Club in Vancouver.
Our minds go all over the place, back and forth
from ‘going to San Francisco wearing flowers in
our hair’, the song ‘Lucky Lady From Shady
Lane’ to Red Robinson on CKWX and Monty
McFarlane on CJOR. Anybody still remember
literally putting a nickel in a nickelodeon at a coffee shop?
Do you recall songs like ‘Hey Mr. Banjo,
Play A Tune For Me.’ It takes me back to around
nineteen fifty-three. There was one singer so
popular around that time, but would always forget her name until I think of beer. Then all of a
sudden it pops out of the human hard drive Teresa
Brewer, of course. How about lyrics
such as “…your head goes spinning round,
round…” and suddenly I recall listening to Perry
Como. Plus other nostalgic images come to mind.
Watching TV on an old Philco and programs like
Phil Silvers Show as Sergeant Bilko. Wasn’t that
a great time!
Anybody still remember Leo at Vancouver’s
Leos Cameras on Granville? Years ago, he sold
me a well used two and a quarter by three and a
quarter Speed Graphic camera with a roll back.
That camera was just fantastic for taking and
publishing scenic postcards of Vancouver,
Vancouver Island and the Sunshine Coast. I still
kick myself having sold it at a camera show. That
beauty of a camera with a ground glass sure
taught me how to compose pictures. That experience still is invaluable today when taking pictures with a digital. Thus this song.
HOW I MISS MY OLD SPEED GRAPHIC
I miss my trusty speed graphic camera, so
old, with fading bellows that made one shutter. It
worked like a charm. I should never have sold
and long for it, along with that eight frame film
holder, oh brother. What a development that was.
It fixed me for good, l tell you!
The camera was the perfect format for scenic
postcard photography to shoot. With a tripod, on
the ground glass, it forced one to slowdown to
really study the view, like a canvas on an easel
because proper composition is always the root.
Simplicity is the key, between just looking and

So many memories like my old Speed Graphic Camera. (Photo: Dan Propp)
truly learning to see. What belongs, what needs
to be removed, oh me. When it comes to good
composition, the same principles apply in todays
modern digital photography.
Back in the nineteen seventies, I spent five
years at least fifty percent of the time in the dark-the darkroom of the Surrey Leader newspaper in
Cloverdale. Much of the other time was spent
pursuing everything from sports, fire engines,
Surrey politics and anniversaries with a 35 mm
Pentax single lens reflex and whatever clunker
was available to drive. Heading home was tough
along Number Ten Highway back to Richmond
on those occasions when the fog drifted in big
time. Thus, this bit of rhyming nostalgia.
WHAT A DEVELOPMENT THAT WAS
Number Ten Highway in the fog in good old
Cloverdale. Wow do those memories ever jog.
Driving back home, what a fantastic mind set that
would entail. One hoped that somehow those
treacherous and now totally invisible ditches
didn’t say hello. That song ‘Luck Be A Lady’ as
Sinatra would sing. On that highway past King
George hopefully the old used clunker would go.
Then by the time past Scott Road, oh, what fun
encounters that totally socked in fog did bring.
What a challenge it was trying to find that right
turn onto the freeway. Good luck Charlie! It’s bad
enough down in the Cloverdale flats, ‘in this
soup’, somehow success came, but just barely.
Yahoo, now I could relax, turn on the radio
and actually see all the way to the tunnel, so well
lit, under the Fraser River. Then clear as a bell,
good old Steveston Highway, back home that
Pontiac would deliver. There were still plenty of
mortgage payments in those non-digital days.
What a relief it was turning in for the night. On
the radio, Sinatra was singing...’I did it my way!’
Please visit www.Nostalgicroads.Weebly.com
Search for Song CD’s by Dan Propp via
cdbaby.com and also www.soundcloud.com
Plus books via www.amazon.ca
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EYAM, FLORENCE
NIGHTINGALE AND COVID-19

The Plague Cottages, Eyam.

By Ursula Maxwell-Lewis
As pandemic panic played out — and with time on
my hands to digress — three bygone dramas crossed
my mind: Eyam (Derbyshire, England), the Crimean
War and World War Two.
Eyam is one of those storybook English country
villages tucked behind the Middleton Dale hills.
Wandering around the village you'd find it hard
to believe that once upon a time (as all the best
tales begin) a bolt of cloth arrived from Canterbury
weavers (via London) harbouring bubonic plague
infected fleas. Within two days tailor George Viccars
developed a raging fever, a major rosy-red rash and
died shorty after. This triggered a plague that wiped

BITE, CHEW & LOOK GOOD TOO™
Troubles . . . with your dentures?
While talking, eating . . .

We focus in lower hard to fit dentures

Chhun Lim, R.D.

DENTURE CLINIC In Fleetwood
• New, Complete & Partial Dentures
• Same Day Relines, Soft Liner
• Dentures on Implants
• Repairs (while you wait)
• Free Consultation
• Second Opinion Save your Money

604-507-9958

NEW LOCATION (On Google Map)
8118 - 164 Street, Surrey, B.C. V4N 0P2

FINALLY
I CAN EAT!
After 5 sets of dentures and a lot of money I saw the

ad in the paper that read bite, chew, look good too.
Focusing in hard to fit dentures and I thought why not.
Nothing else worked over the years. And to my surprise I
found someone who cares and was patient.
And lord and behold I can eat and chew after 15 years.
So, if you are in this same boat, give him a chance,
you will be pleased.
Lillian, Surrey

out entire families and virtually decimated the village
between 1665 and 1666.
A mixture of olive oil, dragon water, sage and elder
and bramble leaves was prescribed, but to no avail.
Plucking the tail feathers from a pigeon and setting
the bird on the sores didn't work either.
Based on plague symptoms children made up a
song and game: Ring around a Rosy. Remember the
end? All fall down...
William Mompesson, the rector of the parish
church, bravely took charge. A stone wall was built
around the village to isolate it. Clothes were burned,
food parcels were left outside the walls at designated
water well drop-offs. Grocery money was left in the
fresh well water to pay for the supplies.
The bodies of families were buried in their own
backyards.
Nowadays the wells are blessed and 'dressed' with
flowers each August during Wakes Week. A Sunday
Plague Commemoration Service and other traditions
established in 1887 still pay tribute to the courageous
villagers.
Crimean War: Nurse Florence Nightingale was
the first to understand that thorough hand washing
and improved sanitation saved lives by deterring the
spread of infection.
Born in Florence, Italy, but brought up in England,
Nightingale became known as The Lady with the
Lamp because of her habit of making nighttime
rounds to check on injured soldiers. She is credited
with reducing the death rate (at home and abroad)
from 42% to 2%.
Coincidentally May 12, 2020,
(International
Nurses Day) was the 200th anniversary of her birth.
Known as the Mother of Nursing, she died peacefully
at her home at the age of 90.
World War Two: In Britain ration books ensured
everyone got a limited, but balanced, diet. Typically, a
week’s ration for one person consisted of: four ounces
of margarine, four ounces of bacon,1 egg, 2 ounces
each of tea and butter, an ounce of cheese and eight
ounces of sugar. Meat wasn’t rationed, but was often
in short supply. Vegetable gardens nicknamed Victory
Gardens were encouraged. Fruit was scarce,
Raiding grocery store shelves and hoarding supplies
was unheard of and black-marketers was severely
fined.
During the 2020 Covid-19 pandemic some
consumers appeared to feel 'let your conscience
be your guide' was an out-dated concept causing

The Parish Church of St. Lawrence. Photo Ursula Maxwell-Lewis

Eyam and the Plague. Village Guide.

shortages and inconvenience. Shame!
Thankfully, technology and science have advanced
by leaps and bounds since the history noted above.
Despite severe travel restrictions assorted modes of
teleconferencing made communicating relatively easy
for consumers and some merchants.
In addition to much teleconferencing, I’m enjoying
a free fascinating five-week University of Glasgow
Future Learn course on The History of Royal Fashion.
I’ve loved the free online philharmonic concerts,
London National Theatre plays, seminars and walks
through galleries and much more. I’ll miss them when
‘normal’ returns. Perhaps some will remain as teasers
for when we all take off again for faraway places.
Will we have benefited from the lessons and
experiences? How long will it take for travel to
return to pre-Covid-19 ? What is clear is that, in some
cases, what’s old is new again. Wash your hands.
Isolate when necessary. Wear a mask when required.
If you're planning to travel always check Travel.
gc.ca for Canada's official one-stop comprehensive
international travel information. And, check all
updates on your travel insurance.
Stay well. Stay safe. Be optimistic. Let's toast the
future: L’Chaim! To life!
Ursula Maxwell-Lewis is retired editor and travel
journalist based in British Columbia. Contact her at
utravel@shaw.ca
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ABOUT CORONAVIRUS
DISEASE (COVID-19)
WHAT IT IS

SYMPTOMS

COVID-19 is an illness caused by
a coronavirus.
Human coronaviruses are common and are
typically associated with mild illnesses,
similar to the common cold.

Symptoms may be very mild or more serious.
They may take up to 14 days to appear after
exposure to the virus.

FEVER

COUGH

DIFFICULTY BREATHING

HOW IT IS SPREAD
Coronaviruses are most commonly SPREAD from
an infected person through:
ffrespiratory

droplets when you cough

PREVENTION

or sneeze
ffclose

personal contact, such as touching
or shaking hands

fftouching

something with the virus on it, then
touching your eyes, nose or mouth before
washing your hands

The best way to prevent the spread
of infections is to:

These viruses are not known to spread through
ventilation systems or through water.

ffwash

your hands often with soap and
water for at least 20 seconds

ffavoid

touching your eyes, nose or mouth,
especially with unwashed hands

ffavoid

IF YOU HAVE SYMPTOMS
If you have SYMPTOMS of COVID-19
— fever, cough, or difficulty breathing:
ffstay

home to avoid spreading it to others

—fif

you live with others, stay in a
separate room or keep a 2-metre
distance

ffcall

ahead before you visit a health care
professional or call your local public
health authority
—ftell

them your symptoms and follow
their instructions

ffif

you need immediate medical attention,
call 911 and tell them your symptoms.

close contact with people
who are sick

ffwhen

coughing or sneezing:

—fcover

your mouth and nose with your
arm or tissues to reduce the spread
of germs

—fimmediately

dispose of any tissues
you have used into the garbage
as soon as possible and wash your
hands afterwards

ffclean

and disinfect frequently touched
objects and surfaces, such as toys,
electronic devices and doorknobs.

ffstay

home if you are sick to avoid
spreading illness to others

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON CORONAVIRUS:
1-833-784-4397

canada.ca/coronavirus

phac.info.aspc@canada.ca
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		Here’s what qualifies for clients over 65:
· Life annuity payments from a superannuation
or pension plan. This includes income from life
income funds (LIFs) and locked-in retirement
income funds (LRIFs)
· RRIF payments (any portion that’s transferred to
an RRSP, another RRIF, or used to purchase an
annuity does not qualify for the pension income
amount)
· RRIF payments received as a result of the death
of a spouse or common-law partner
By Rick C. Singh, Hon. BA, CSA
· Annuity payments from an insured RRSP (those
CRS Financial Group Ltd.
typically offered by insurance companies) or from
a deferred profit sharing plan (DPSP)
UNDERSTANDING THE
· Payments from a Pooled Registered Pension
PENSION INCOME TAX CREDIT Plan (PRPP)
Pension income tax credit and whether you qualify. · Regular annuities and income averaging annuity
		
contacts (IAAC)
		While the credit doesn’t provide significant tax · Certain foreign pension payments (see below)
savings, being eligible for it has implications for 		For clients under age 65, the list of qualified
some planning strategies that do, such as pension pension income for purposes of claiming the
income splitting. As more couples take advantage pension income amount (and pension income
of this strategy, the pension income amount splitting) is more restricted.
becomes a focal point of their tax planning.
		
Only a few of the items listed above are
The pension income amount allows a taxpayer to available. They include:
claim a federal non-refundable tax credit on up to 		1) Life annuity payments from a superannuation
$2,000 of eligible pension income. The federal tax or pension plan.
credit rate is 15 per cent, so the maximum federal 		Regardless of your age, you will qualify for
tax savings available is $300 ($2,000 × 15%).
the pension income amount if receiving annuity
		
There are also provincial pension income payments from an employer pension plan. But it’s
amounts. By claiming it clients receive the first important to note that when a person commutes a
$2,000 of pension income on a tax-free basis, but pension to a locked-in retirement plan, the income
only if they’re in the lowest tax bracket (since the from these plans (e.g., LIFs, LRIFs) will not
tax credit rate is capped at 15 per cent). If they’re qualify for the pension income amount until the
in a higher bracket they’ll pay tax on the pension client reaches age 65.
income, but at a reduced rate.
		
Canada Revenue Agency’s position is
		Income-splitting rules allow taxpayers to split that income from a locked-in plan is simply a
up to 50 per cent of eligible pension income with retirement savings plan, not a pension plan, and
a spouse or common-law partner. The important that the pension income amount should not be
issue is determining what type of pension income available until age 65. Unless this changes it may
qualifies.
impact whether your clients decide to commute
		Age is an important factor. Those over 65 have their pensions when they retire.
easier access to the pension income amount since 		2) Payments from a RRIF, or annuity payments
more sources of income qualify. If they report from an RRSP, DPSP or PRPP received because of
amounts on lines 115, 116 or 129 of their federal the death of a spouse or common-law partner.
tax returns, they may be eligible for the pension 		For individuals under age 65, RRIF income,
income amount.
DPSP income, annuities, PRPP
income,
income-averaging
annuity contracts, or RRSP
Financial Advisor
income will only qualify for the
What are the advantages of
pension income amount if they’re
received because of the death of a
investing in Segregated Funds
spouse or common-law partner.
with an Insurance Company?
Some individuals receive a
foreign pension and may wonder
if they qualify for the pension
Like mutual funds, segregated funds invest
income amount. In general,
Rick C. Singh
in a diversified portfolio, are professionally
Hon.
BA,
CPCA
foreign pensions reported on line
managed and offer a wide range of funds to
choose from.
115 of the client’s tax return may
qualify for the pension income
Segregated funds are best at protecting an investment value for
beneficiaries especially in down markets. The death benefit guarantee
amount regardless of age, but only
can be up to 100%, depending on the type of contract selected. The
for the portion of pension income
named beneficiary gets the death benefit usually within two weeks
that’s taxable.
in the event of the annuitant’s death. The beneficiary can be anyone-a
For
example,
clients
family member, a friend, or a charity.
receiving U.S. social security
Some segregated funds also offer resets to lock in growth, while others
benefits are permitted a 15 per cent
include an option that can deliver lifetime guaranteed income. Lastly,
deduction on their Canadian tax
the proceeds are paid outside of the estate, so it bypasses the need
returns due to specific provisions
for Probate.
in the Canada-U.S. tax treaty. In
Please contact us today to see how Segregated Funds can benefit you.
this case, only the taxable portion
Contact Details:
of the Social Security Benefit is
Suite 50 – 1480 Foster Street, White Rock, BC, V4B 3X7
considered pension income and
T: 604-535-3367
www.crsfinancial.ca
qualifies for the pension income

FINANCIAL NEWS

amount.
		
It’s also important to know what doesn’t
qualify for the pension income amount:
1) Old Age Security benefits
2) Canada Pension Plan benefits
3) Quebec Pension Plan benefits
4) Death benefits
5) RCA payments
6) Benefits from Salary Deferral Arrangements
7) Income from a U.S. Individual Retirement
Account (IRA)
		To find out more about your pension income
tax credit speak to an accountant. If you require
assistance with your retirement and estate planning
for your investments contact your investment
advisor, or contact Rick at 604-535-3367 (Suite
50, 1480 Foster St. White Rock, BC V4B 3X7) or
email: rick@crsfinancial.ca
		
The information provided is based on current tax
legislation and interpretations for Canadian residents
and is accurate to the best of our knowledge as of the
date of publication. Future changes to tax legislation
and interpretations may affect this information. This
information is general in nature, and is not intended to
be legal or tax advice. For specific situations, advice
should be obtained from the appropriate professional
advisors. This information is provided by The Canada
Life Assurance Company and is current as of Dec. 31,
2016.
		REPUBLISHED
WITH
PERMISSION,
December 2016. Written by Frank Di Pietro,
Mackenzie Investments. Copyright remains with the
original publisher and the article is reused here with
permission.
		This information is provided for your convenience
only. It is in no way an endorsement of the information
provided by these third parties. Canada Life has not
reviewed or endorsed this concept or its marketing
materials and strategies. Your advisor is not affiliated
with the contacts listed, and makes no representation,
warranty or guarantee of the information offered.

7 days a wk. Shuttle to
YVR & Bellingham Airports,
Cruise Ship Services, Via
Rail, Eye Clinic, Tswsn
Ferry, etc. Serving White
Rock/South Surrey,
Surrey & Langley

Q:

A:

Debby

Donaldson
Retired Registered Nurse

Services:

•
•
•
•

Medications
Companionship
Shopping
Appointments (Drs/Surgical)

Serving New Westminster,
Burnaby, Surrey and White Rock

References
upon request.

778-773-3999
ddonaldson650@gmail.com
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THE PHARMACIST
REVIEW
By Fred Cheng, R.Ph. and Christine Cheng, R.Ph.

"HEALTHY DOSE
OF STRESS"
Undoubtedly, many of us are feeling a mixture
of unpleasant emotions right now: frustration, fatigue, moodiness, anxiety, depression, grief, and
stress. Non-drug measures implemented as soon
as possible is always commendable. Try to get
outside for a stroll or some exercise every day.
Talk to family and friends often. Keep doing what
you normally enjoy doing, be it playing with your
kids, drawing, knitting, playing the piano, singing, woodworking, gardening, working on your
car, etc. And definitely remember to eat well:
focus on adequate lean protein, abundant vegetables, low fat and especially a low-carbohydrate
diet; numerous studies show the benefits of an anti-infammatory low-carb diet on the mind. Fruits
are useful, too, but only in moderation. Don't just
think about these things; actually do it!
There is such a thing as a healthy level of
stress and anxiety. If you are needing more than
just non-drug measures, there are several safe
natural supplements that you could integrate into
your regimen which do not cause dependency or
have other toxic effects. Remember to consult
your physician and integrative pharmacist prior
to commencing trial of any natural supplement.
PascoFlair(TM) is indicated for stress, restlessless, and even sleep. It is unique in that it
will do all that without causing drowsiness. The
tablets of passion flower extract simply put you
in a relaxed state, alleviating racing thoughts, and
can be used both chronically as a preventative,
and acutely for quick symptomatic control.
Neurapas Balance(TM) is a much lower extract of passion flower, but has St. John's wort,
and valerian root added to make it an effective
tool for controlling anxiety and mild depression.
It works by balancing the serotonin and GABA
systems in your brain to restore a more pleasant
mood without any of the side-effects of prescription anti-depressants.
If you respond well to homeopathics, Ignatia

Mobile Foot Care Nurse

Call 604-720-8570 for appointment.
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amara is definitely one to try. Even a single dose,
in pellet or liquid form, could put you at ease and
you may not need another dose for a few days,
although it is safe to use on a daily basis.
Endo Bliss (TM) is a smart blend of L-theanine, saffron, and their PhytoCann Complex,
which contains echinacea purpurea, white peony
root, magnolia bark, ginger root, Sichuan pepper
and clove flower bud. The capsules promote the
production and retention of your own cannabinoids ("endocannabinoids"), as well as stimulate
the receptors, thereby offering a gentle way to
boost and balance your mood. Come see Christine or Fred to check out the other "Endo" products from Emerald Health Naturals available at
Cloverdale Pharmasave and Pharmasave Steveston Village.

saving money on office space rent. With working
from home on the rise, creating a home office space
that inspires productivity will be a major project many
of us tackle. Luxury home office furniture that feels
chic and blends into your décor as well as ergonomic
chairs and desks will see a major boost.
Custom and quality. With the hit to the economy,
people are going to be buying less, but what they do
buy will be better quality, while at the same time making an effort to support Canadian businesses. When
it comes to design, trends will shift to locally made
furniture, custom-built homes and pieces and materials that stand the test of time.
Find more information at nudura.com.
www.newscanada.com

How home design trends are
evolving for physical distancing

WHAT ARE THE BEST
JOBS FOR RETIREES?

COVID-19 has brought changes to everything,
and home design is no exception. Experts are expecting to see lasting impacts on everything from the materials we use to the rooms we prioritize. Check out
these and other noteworthy trends:
Houses over apartments. Many people who live in
condos or apartments do so to be closer to the action
– work, entertainment and shops – and never planned
on spending much time at home. But the pandemic
has changed that, and more people are going to want a
home that offers plenty of room and outdoor space in
case they need to self-isolate again.
Self-sufficiency: A hard lesson we’ve learned is
that things and services we thought we could count on
aren’t necessarily a sure thing, so items that increase
self-reliance will become very popular. Expect to see
more homes with sources of energy like solar panels,
sources of heat like fireplaces and stoves and even urban and indoor gardens that allow you to grow your
own produce.
Outdoor living. Between playgrounds closing and
parks becoming overcrowded, many of us are turning to our balconies, patios and backyards for fresh
air and nature. This means we’re going to be investing
more in our outdoor spaces, with functional kitchens,
soothing water features, cozy firepits and high-quality
outdoor furniture to create a much-needed escape.
Healthier spaces. Thanks to spending more time
indoors and reprioritizing our health, we’ll turn to design to help ensure our homes are safe and healthy for
our families. We’ll see a rise in products like water
filtration systems as well as materials that improve indoor air quality. For new homes and additions, alternatives to wood-framing like insulated concrete forms
from Nudura, which offer improved ventilation for
healthier indoor air quality and an environment that’s
less susceptible to mould, will be key.
Home office space. Business experts are suggesting many companies will see that working from home
is not only possible but offers tangible benefits, like

Retirement means more free time to spend with
family and friends, to travel and to try out new hobbies. But it can also be an exciting chance to take on
temporary or part-time work—and even earn some
extra cash. Here are some great job ideas for retirees:
Freelancer. Take advantage of the skills and
knowledge you gained throughout your career to set
up your own small business. You can work as a designer, writer, consultant and more, all in your own
time and according to your own schedule. Your network of past colleagues and peers might even be able
to refer you to your first clients.
Event staff. This is an exciting way to participate
in events that interest you while getting paid. Whether
you like music, sports, theatre or art, seek out a cool
organization near you and work as support staff during
their events. For example, you can be a ticket-taker at
your local concert hall or a guide at a museum while
enjoying perks like free admission.
Census enumerator. Love talking to people and
learning about your community? The 2021 Census is
coming up, and Statistics Canada will be hiring enumerators and crew leaders to collect census data. This
is a great way to meet people in your neighbourhood
and practice your professional skills, while gathering
important information that will help improve your
community. Applications open in January 2021, with
start dates in April 2021.
House/pet sitter. This is an easy gig that’s perfect
for people with flexible schedules. Let friends and
family know that you’re open to staying at their house
while they’re away on vacation, popping in to feed the
cats during a business trip or walking their dog while
they’re at work. It’s a win–win situation: they have
someone they trust looking after their home or pets,
and you have something fun to do while helping your
friends.
www.newscanada.com

Calm and Relax
Your Mind


Pascoflair Herbal Sleep Aid

• Calms the mind
• Shuts off running thoughts
• NonͲhabit forming
• Fall asleep fast / Wake up feeling refreshed


Available in the comfort of your home. Foot
assessment & plan of care, Foot care for
Diabetics, poor circulation, nail cutting &
filing, care of ingrown toenails, difficult or
fungal toenails, corn & callus care.

June, 2020



Call and speak to our Integrative Health 
Pharmacist to discuss your supplement needs.

Downtown Cloverdale

5778Ͳ176A Street, Surrey 604Ͳ576Ͳ2888

Steveston Village



#105Ͳ12420 No. 1 Road, Richmond 604Ͳ232Ͳ0159

www.iPharmasave.com
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POST OFFICE HONOURS GROUP
of SEVEN PAINTERS

Church by the Sea by J.E.H. MacDonald (Group of Seven) courtesy of VAG.

Article by Lenora A. Hayman
How nice that the Post Office, on May 7th, 2020
celebrated the Centennial of the Canadian Group of
Seven artists with a booklet of stamps, featuring a
painting from each of the men. Jim Phillips, the director of the stamp services team at Canada Post, gradually unveiled the stamps online, across the day, at three
Canadian art galleries.
On May 7, 1920, the artists held their first exhibition,
as The Group of Seven at the Art Gallery of Ontario,
known now as the Art Gallery of Ontario. Phillips said
“while viewing these paintings Canadians and others
around the world saw the country, raw, unspoiled and
full of rough beauty”.
The seven works featured in the stamp issue are:
1-In the Nickel Belt (1928) by Franklin Carmichael.
2-Miners’Houses, Glace Bay (circa) 1925) by Lawren
S. Harris.
3-Labrador Coast (1930) by A. Y. Jackson.
4-Fire-swept Algoma (1920) by Frank H. Johnston.
5-Quebec Village (1926) by Arthur Lismer.
6-Church by the Sea (1924) by James Edward Hervey
MacDonald.
7-Stormy Weather Georgian Bay (1921) by F.H. Varley.
Grant Arnold, the Vancouver Art Gallery’s Audain
Curator of B.C. Art told us via zoom that the Church
by the Sea by J.E. H. MacDonald was donated to the
Vancouver Art Gallery by Harold Mortimer-Lamb.
In this time of isolation, why not write a letter to a
shut-in, using these stamps. Kisses and hugs will have
to come later.

Does your local business
have a special for seniors?

No Prep No Fuss!
A GREAT OPTION FOR ALL YOU AMAZING SENIORS
IN THE LOWER MAINLAND WHO NEED YOUR
OWN PERSONAL CHEF!
Our classic comfort food and seasonally inspired favourites are
cooked just the way you do at home. You don’t need to sign up
or commit to a weekly delivery – order what you want, when
you want, online or by phone. So what are you waiting for? Your
meals can get a lot easier, and tastier, too!

#3 - 6280 202 street, Langley, V2Y 1N2
604-533-0700
info@batchfood.com | www.batchfood.com

Advertise your senior specials to over 13,000 seniors today!
Todays senior newsmagazine is cost
effective and talks directly to your
customer, with articles written by seniors.
Some business’s that should
advertise their seniors special:
• Retail Stores
• Restaurants
• Cafe’s and Diners
• Flower Shops
• Toy Stores
• Salons and Spa’s

Grandparents today are busier than ever
doing the things they love whether its
going out to dinner or buying new toys
for their grandchildren. Make sure they
know about your seniors specials.

“Advertising in Today’s
Senior was easier than
I thought and made
a major difference
when I was running a
seniors special in my
restaurant. Thanks to
the great support of
the newspaper.”

To find out more call our office
604-574-1964 Or visit us online:
www.todaysseniornewsmagazine.com/advertise
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Now Available - Bamboo Masks and Gloves
Our Masks and
Gloves are:
• reusable
• washable
• naturally
anti-bacterial

So you can stay
safe and look
good doing it!
$29.99/ 5 Pack

$9.99/Pair

Order Online at blueskyclothingco.com or Phone 604-363-6664

A tranquil oasis in the heart of Langley City,
MAGNOLIA GARDENS is within easy walking distance
to the city-centre, shopping and recreation amenities.
Featuring two excellent choices in supportive senior
living: 115 independent living suites, and a 40 suite
licensed Care Centre.

Schedule a tour today,

604.514.1210

Visit us at:
5840 Glover Road, Langley City

With a lush outdoor courtyard and bright modern
interior, SUNRIDGE GARDENS is a hidden gem in the
heart of historic Murrayville. A short walk from W.C. Blair
Recreation Centre, shopping, and Langley Memorial
Hospital, and featuring 145 comfortable, open-concept
suites for independent senior living.

Schedule a tour today,

604.510.5091

Visit us at:
22301 Fraser Highway, Murrayville

RETIREMENT. LIVING!

www.BriaCommunities.ca
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SEE RED?
SEE YOUR

DOCTOR.

Real Estate Q & A
Q:

Blood in the urine is the most common
symptom of bladder cancer. Don’t ignore
this warning sign. It could save your life.

A:

We have had our home on the market for some time
now. Our Realtor has asked us to get rid of some of our
furniture and decorations. We are a little hurt by this as
we think our house is beautifully decorated. Is it that big
a deal what furniture we have?
We all have different tastes. This makes trying to please everyone
a very tough job. When you are selling your property, try and put
yourself in the Buyers shoes.
Most Buyers will look at a large number of homes either in person,
or on line before making an offer. When they look at a potential
property, you want them to be able to imagine themselves living
there.
This may require “staging” the home to make itPlease
easiervisit
for the Buyer
www.Nostalgicroads.Weebly.com
to visualize themselves in the setting. Search for Song CD’s
by Dan Propp via

It may seem like an inconvenience to remove,
or rearrange
cdbaby.com
and your
also
furniture and décor, but it very easily canwww.soundcloud.com
make the difference
plus books via
between getting the offer or not.
www.amazon.ca
While it can make it a little awkward to live in, we want to make our
Sing-Alongs
property look like a show home while it is forAccordion
sale. We only
get one
604-277-6570
chance to make that first impression; we want it to604-802-4428
be a good one.
Take your Realtors advice.

Multiple Realty Ltd.
2298 Kingsway
Vancouver, B.C. V5N 5M9

604-788-3530
D’arcy
Hamilton
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BE PREPARED (COVID-19)
PLAN AHEAD
There are simple, practical things you can do to prepare in case
you or someone in your household becomes ill or if COVID-19
becomes common in your community.

Make a plan that includes:
ffEssential

supplies (a few weeks’ worth) on hand so you will not
need to leave your home if you become ill.
fAvoid

panic buying. Add a few extra items to your cart every
time you shop. This places less of a burden on suppliers,
and can help ease financial burden on you as well.

fRenew

and refill your prescription medications.

ffAlternative

arrangements in case you become ill or if you need
to care for a sick family member. For example:
fHave

backup childcare in case you or your usual care
provider become ill.

fIf

you care for dependents, have a backup caregiver in
place.

fTalk

to your employer about working from home if possible.

ffReducing

your exposure to crowded places if COVID-19 becomes
common in your community. For example:
fShop

and use public transit during off-peak hours

fExercise

outdoors instead of in an indoor fitness club

FOOD
dried pasta and rice
pasta sauces
canned soups, vegetables and beans
pet food

HYGIENE
toilet paper
feminine hygiene products
diapers
facial tissue
soap
alcohol-based hand sanitizer

HEALTH CARE

COMMUNICATE
ffShare

SHOPPING LIST

thermometer

your plan with your family, friends and neighbours.

ffSet

up a buddy system to check in on each other by phone,
email or text during times of need.

fever-reducing medications
(acetaminophen or ibuprofen for
adults and children)

CLEANING

STAY INFORMED

paper towels

ffLearn

about the symptoms of COVID-19, how it spreads and
how to prevent illness.

ffGet

your information from reliable sources such as the
Public Health Agency of Canada, and provincial, territorial
and municipal public health authorities.

ffIf

the news media is making you feel anxious, take a break
from it.

plastic garbage bags
dish soap
laundry detergent
household bleach
household cleaning products

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON CORONAVIRUS:
1-833-784-4397

canada.ca/coronavirus

phac.info.aspc@canada.ca
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Straight from the
Horse's Mouth
By Mel Kositsky

Horse racing and car racing were the first major sports to
resume action in late May as sports "without spectators"
became the new normal.
All activities were suspended in mid-March but
some race tracks in the U.S. and in parts of the world
continued to race with no fans in the stands and under
strict regulations and pandemic protocols for the horses,
jockeys and trainers, and racing officials. With those
successes in place, tracks in North America began preparing for June openings and have been busy revising
their schedules. The thoroughbred track in Winnipeg
was the first to open in Canada, and now all Toronto
area facilities are getting back on track.
The Ontario government announced it will allow
horse racing without spectators and physical distancing
measures in place.
“This is great news for the sport of horse racing and
the tens of thousands of people it employs throughout
the province,” said Jim Lawson, CEO, Woodbine Entertainment in a news release. “With this news, our plans to
resume Standardbred racing at Mohawk Park on June 5
and Thoroughbred racing on June 6 at Woodbine remain
on track. We appreciate the government’s recognition
that we can operate spectator-free horse racing safely by
following strict physical distancing protocols. I would
also like to thank the entire horse racing community for
their patience, understanding and commitment in following health guidelines during this time. In doing so, it
has put the entire industry in the position to resume live
horse racing in the coming weeks.”
Thoroughbred racing is also expected to begin at
Fort Erie racetrack on June 2 for its summer season. Due
to the COVID-19 pandemic, harness racing at Mohawk
Park was suspended on March 19, while the opening of
Woodbine’s Thoroughbred season, originally scheduled
for April 18, was postponed.
It is not known yet when tracks in British Columbia may open, but the horses continue to train at Hastings Racecourse in Vancouver and at other farm centres.
Trainers have been preparing for the summer season and
the clockers began recording workouts on Friday, Saturday and Sunday only. Hastings Racecourse management
and the horsemen’s association came to an agreement to
also allow owners to watch their horses work from the
Tarmac in front of the grandstand.
Horse racing has a chance to get real mainstream
media attention right now and recapture its share of the
sports betting market, while other activities stay on the
sidelines. Track operators are seeing the potential of
horse racing finding a new generation of patrons. And
judging from early wagering activity, horse bettors do
not mind just viewing the races online.
In Kentucky, opening day of the 2020 Spring Meet
at Churchill Downs saw a whopping 183.7 per cent
increase in total wagers, as punters around the world
combined for more than $14.2 million in total wagers
through the various betting sites. In 2019 that total was
$5 million plus. (Of course there was much more competition around North America then.)
A similar increase was experienced at Santa Anita
in Southern California in mid-May as betting past $11.2

million. On its last racing day in March before shut down
the daily handle was just over $7 million. So people are
paying attention to the horse racing that is available. The
small tracks which operated the past few months saw record handles as horse players used modern technology to
watch and wager on the races there.
Now racing officials are re-evaluating the industry.
Largely empty grandstands where racing has been contested on an everyday basis for years have provided a
reason to point out the decline of the sport. But racing
enthusiasts know that interest has shifted off-track and
online with the growth of simulcast broadcasts from
around the world. Now discussions are concentrating on
how to capture that excitement while the other sports are
still on the sidelines, as well as a redistribution of the
revenue so that the horse industry gets its proper share.
In other horse industry news, some people are taking action to change Canadian tax laws. The following
article was prepared for the Jockey Club of Canada, The
industry has also been circulating a form letter to be sent
to Members of Parliament urging immediate changes.
By: Catherine E. Willson, B.A., LL.B. | April 9, 2020
It is difficult enough to be a farmer in Canada without the federal government working against you. Unlike
other Canadian business operators, farmers, including
horse racing businesses, are subject to special rules set
out in section 31 of the Income Tax Act of Canada that
severely restrict the deductibility of losses against other
sources of income. No other industry in Canada faces
this barrier to the deduction of legitimate business losses.
Losses from any business, except a farm business
(which in the Income Tax Act includes livestock raising
or exhibiting and the maintaining of horses for racing),
are fully deductible against other income generated by a
taxpayer. Section 31 of the Act restricts a taxpayer, operating a horse racing business or other farm business,
from deducting losses in excess of $17,500 against the
taxpayer’s other income regardless of whether the taxpayer has invested $5,000 or $500,000. Section 31 uses a
formula that restricts the calculation of deductible loss to
the first $2,500, plus half of the next $30,000, for a total
restricted loss deduction of $17,500 per year. This severe
restriction on the deduction of losses discourages new
investment in the industry and operates as a disincentive
for any investment whatsoever.
In previous efforts to change this status, the government has been concerned about the loss of income. However, a recent review of approximately 35,000 tax filers
each year from 2015 to 2017 revealed that the average
loss as a result of section 31 is less than $7,000, far less
than the current $17,500 limit. Moreover, the loss would
be overridden by the extra revenue the government
would earn from increased investment and employment
in the sector.
It’s worth noting that a taxpayer could start a sideline
or secondary business in any industry in Canada – except for horse racing or farming – and be able to deduct
losses from that business against other income. Invest
in a restaurant, a car wash, even a racing car; all losses
from these businesses are fully deductible. It is manifestly unfair and unsupportable for the farming industry in
Canada to be singled out alone and denied full deduction
of business losses against other income. It hurts farmers
across Canada.
This is especially important now when there is a crisis in farming. Climate change has made the predictability of crop yields an unknown. Droughts and floods are
becoming the norm. Trade disputes have substantially
eroded the income of farmers. And now there is Covid–19. This is the perfect storm.
Our racehorses still need feeding and care and there
will be no income to be made for several months. Unlike
an employee, we can’t simply “lay them off” and there is
definitely no wage subsidy in the works.
Canadian farmers are a fiercely independent lot. As in
the past, Canadian farmers will look to other sources of
income to pay their farming expenses through these crisis years. Some farmers will take up construction, drive
a school bus, or find other ways to generate income to
survive.

And also as in the past, section 31 will operate to put
farmers out of business by restricting the farming losses
deductible by farmers against their non-farm income to
the total amount of $17,500 per year. In other words, if
a farmer suffers farming losses of $75,000 in one year
as a result of these global catastrophes, that farmer can
only deduct the sum of $17,500 against his or her nonfarm income, thereby absorbing personally the remaining farm losses.
The Jockey Club of Canada and HBPA of Ontario
have been working in concert with other horse and agricultural associations across Canada to eliminate section 31. Despite repeated calls by farm associations and
promises by governments over the years, it remains.
If you want to help our industry, approach your federal M.P. now. Insist on a suspension of section 31 for
2019 and 2020 tax filings. Let our farmers work at whatever they can do to get through these next few years and
don’t penalize them for earning an outside income to
save the proverbial farm.
The Jockey Club of Canada has created a form letter
on its website that you can print, sign, mail, or email to
your federal M.P. Together, we can get this done.
Catherine Willson is counsel at Goldman Sloan Nash
& Haber LLP in Toronto (www.gsnh.com). This information deals with complex matters and may not apply
to particular facts and circumstances. The information
reflects laws and practices that are subject to change. For
these reasons, this information should not be relied on as
a substitute for specialized professional advice in connection with any particular matter.
Dear ,
Call for the Suspension of Section 31 of the Income
Tax Act for years 2019-2020
I would like to express my concerns around the difficulties faced by farmers in Canada. Unlike other Canadian businesses, farmers, including horse racing businesses, are subject to a unique set of restrictions on the
deductibility of farm losses created by section 31 of the
Income Tax Act.
The deduction of farm losses against a taxpayer’s income is limited to a maximum amount of $17,500 per
year regardless of the size of the farm or the amount
invested. This restriction discourages investment and
causes uncertainty and suffering. No other industry in
Canada faces this barrier to the deduction of legitimate
business losses against other income.
Farmers are already in trouble. With climate change,
unpredictable crop yields, an increase in droughts and
floods, and trade disputes eroding the income of farmers,
we are facing a farming crisis in this country. The repercussions of the Covid-19 pandemic could tip the scales.
I strongly support the suspension of section 31 for
the 2019 and 2020 filing seasons in response to the Covid-19 emergency and the financial pain that will follow.
Canadian farmers are resilient and will look to
other sources of income to pay their farming expenses
throughout this time of crisis. The suspension of section
31 will provide confidence to farmers and their ability
to offset farming losses against other sources of income
providing relief to those in need and infusing certainty
into the farming community.
Your consideration of this interim measure is greatly
appreciated.
Sincerely,

If you would like to
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Details on page 3.
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Sunshine
Star fish
Sunsets
Fishing
Sun Glasses
Sailing

Clams
Beach Ball
Badminton
Canoeing
Camping

Y

Beaches
Boating
Swimming
Sun Bathing
Travelling

• Hummus & veggies
• Smoked salmon
• Yogurt sprinkled with hemp seeds or chia
• Avocado with salt & a squeeze of lemon
• Dark chocolate with a handful of walnuts or pe
cans
Home maintenance
• Apricots & almonds
Plumbing, Carpentry,
• Roasted cauliflower with salt lemon and olive oil
Electrical
• Steamed broccoliPainting
Now if you combine weight
bearing exercise with
Flooring
proper hormone balance a To-Do
great dietList
and some additional mineral support, the bones are very likely going
to strengthen and support you for the rest of your life!
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Picnic Basket
Kayaking
Crabbing
Water Sports
Schools Out

Waves
Bacci Ball
Sand Dollars
Sandals
Sunscreen

Mobile Foot Care
Serving the Abbotsford area

If you are in need of nail trimming,
filing and reducing corns, calluses
or thickened nails,
call now for an appointment.
Let’s get you back on your feet!

Q:

Q:

If you would like to

R B

Oysters
Frisbee
Volleyball
Shorts
Holidays

A:

7 days a wk. Shuttle
to YVR & Bellingham
Airports, Cruise Ship
Services, Via Rail, Eye
Clinic, Tswsn Ferry, etc.

A

U Y G Q B O A

Handyman Services

Call Jozef, 778-980-2279
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A Step
Nursing
Foot
Care
I use my computer
forAhead
business
& have
been
Alexandra Topacio, LPN. FCN
notified W7 will no longer604.556.6172
be supported by MS.
What can I do? It mentions
upgrading to W10
or atfootcare@gmail.com
or buying a PC that comes with W10. I don’t
need a nightmare.

The W10 update is optional. This doesn’t
mean Windows 7 will stop working. If you
choose updating to 10 it’s important to begin
backups for a secure migration, ensuring your
computer’s security. We can advise & help you
get the necessary equipment or do it for you.

Can My Computer Run Windows 10?
To get a definitive answer (if your current
computer can handle Windows 10) you’ll
need to do a software & hardware evaluation,
as well as the tasks that will be performed on
your computer. We can always offer different
update options to make your current computer
W10 compatible at the best price with a free
evaluation.

HOME IMPROVEMENT

“ASK SHELL”
By Shell Busey

Q: Hello Shell, we’ve lived in Ladner for years
and have had a problem for many years now, but
what really concerns us is it doesn’t happen every year. Our problem is in our crawl space which
is dirt (no concrete) and sometimes there is water
pooling in different areas. The entry to the crawl
space is from the garage. From information I
heard on your previous shows, we have insulated
the walls and the floor beam ends and laid plastic
out on the surface, but it still happens. I should
say, we don’t and haven’t ever stored anything
down there because of the potential water. Are
we able to correct this problem or is the house
too old?
A: Your problem is not one with the home you
have which is obviously an older home (with a
dirt crawl space) but rather the land it sits on. In
Ladner, most of the older homes were built in the
town which is close to the water, the reason for
the water, the heavier the snow fall and amount of
precipitation (rain) and run offs, the ground water rises. Ground water is caused by the amount
of water and hydraulics in the ground, pushing
ground water to the surface. This is what you see
on the surface in your crawl space, water being
forced up between the footings of your home,
which act as water dams. Allowing the water to
pool on the surface, it’s trapped and can’t go anywhere. Some home owners in the areas of the
Lower Mainland have installed catchment sumps
with sump pumps to allow the water to be redirected to the catchment sump and then pumped
by an electric sump pump to the city storm drain.
Areas like South Delta (Ladner) and Richmond
which have similar concerns being right across
the river from one another, especially the older
homes built over dirt crawl spaces.
There are companies that deal with this kind of
problem and will install a very large diaper system with drainage and dehumidification as part
of the option. This can be very expensive and
the potential of your concern happening every
year would have to be evaluated by you as to
whether you need to do it or not.
A perimeter drainage company would replace
your drainage pipes around the outside of your
footings as well as inside and drain into a collector sump, then pumped to the storm sewer drain
or French drain if possible. Keep in mind, it
would depend what city sewer system is available to pump the water into. The ground water is
not necessarily going to go away because of the
ground water hydraulics.
Shell
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WRITE
AS I PLEASE
By Mel Kositsky

We are all in this together. Or are we?
It seems as though the longer the COVID-19 pandemic drags on -- the more people are dropping off the
"togetherness" bandwagon. All the fancy slogans and
hashtags on social media sites are not going to stop people from becoming "cranky". Self isolation can be depressing and it is a lot easier to complain and lay blame
on others than to be nice and take that "team" approach.
It is certainly happening more and more in the media
-- and politics is the catalyst.
Even such simple discussions as whether to wear a
mask or not has become a political "media" controversy
-- which in itself is a bit amazing. For months (if not
years) we have seen people in Asian countries wearing masks -- but North Americans do not really want
to accept it as part of their lifestyle. Is it really that big
a deal? There are a lot more important things to worry
about.
Maybe we are almost back to "normal". Politicians
are blaming the media for its "bias" approach to the
coronavirus coverage and, of course, the media is trying to trap the politicians into admitting their "flip-flop"
policies are not working. In reality, we have a very "reactive" society. Few dollars are spent on preventative
measures. It is only after a catastrophic event do we
take action and obviously by then the damage is done.
Then the media looks for someone to blame and there
is no shortage of people wanting to place the blame on

others.
It is the nature of our political systems in both Canada and the United States -- and with elections looming in both countries the daggers and knives are already
out. The U.S. was already highly polarized before the
pandemic was declared and with its presidential election fast approaching this fall the rhetoric is getting
worse.
With minority governments in B.C. and Canada, the
"political" gloves are coming off and look for many
more "punches" to be thrown in the months ahead. The
federal Conservatives are into their leadership selection
and preparations are under way in this province for a
2021 election. The recovery period is going to become
very interesting, to say the least.
For the past couple of months our vocabulary has
been expanded as various new words and medical "jargon" have become commonplace in regular newscasts
and various press conferences. As there is no end in
sight in dealing with this virus, we will be getting more
terms tossed at us, especially as test vaccines and antiCOVID medicines are tried. It will be a steep learning
curve so be prepared.
The main message that should come out of dealing
with the pandemic is that our long-term care systems
of housing older people need a major review as an estimated 80 per cent of the deaths reported as caused by
the virus were seniors. At this point it is a very complex
issue and there is a need for a national inquiry as to how
these homes operate, but that won't happening for quite
awhile. At this point all places that house seniors are
trying to keep those places "safe" and are worried about
being sued by relatives or closed down by the various
governments.
The main concern now should be keeping the residents healthy and safe from getting the virus -- not trying to figure out who to blame.
It will be interesting to see how the provinces cooperate as each provincial government has its own regulations and guidelines for how these places operate. Some
are government-run homes and other are for-profit and
expensive "resorts". Some have been turned into huge
village-type complexes with separate sections -- so
some are apartment-style "assisted" living while other
sections are homes for sick or frail seniors.
Many employ low-wage earners to keep the places
going, but during the pandemic these workers have
been recognized and lauded as "essential" services and

have had their wages topped up. As the COVID-19 pandemic puts strain on our long-term care, assisted living
and independent living providers right across Canada,
it is the staff on the frontlines within our care homes
who have truly risen to the challenge. Are governments
going to make sure that this financial recognition continues?
It will be a interesting dynamic to follow. The way
we care for our seniors -- both at home and in these
care homes -- has to be carefully reviewed as people
are living longer, but many are suffering from dementia
or other ailments. This bubble has been waiting to burst
for quite some time as both foreign owners and large
corporations now run many of these places right across
the country. Let's hope there is full cooperation in making living in these residences both a healthy and safe
experience.
A number of government programs are now in place,
including those to help seniors survive the financial aspects of the pandemic restrictions. There is a special
section on the federal government website outlining the
programs, including the one-time, tax-free payment of
$300 for seniors eligible for the Old Age Security pension and an additional $200 for those eligible for the
Guaranteed Income Supplement.
Now 50 members of the Senate of Canada, from
various political backgrounds, have written a joint open
letter to Prime Minister Justin Trudeau asking him to
evolve the CERB into a universal benefit. The Senators
proposed that restructuring the CERB as a minimum
basic income would get support to Canadians quicker
than navigating through all the announced programs.
The idea of a "minimum basic income" for all Canadians is not new but is growing in support because of the
economic crisis caused by the pandemic and the uncertainty of recovery.
All the various financial recovery programs being
offered by the federal and provincial governments are
wonderful if you qualify for them but many are already
being criticized as "not enough" or "too much". The issue is again a very complex one as the provinces still
cover various aid programs and the CERB and other
new federal programs announced almost daily are
meant to be a temporary measures only, designed to target people in need this spring and summer. There is still
great uncertainty as to how long this pandemic will last
before the "new normal" settles in. But one thing is certain -- there will be no shortage of people doing analysis
and evaluations of what has transpired.
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Do you worry about your safety while
performing day-to-day activities in your home?
HOME ADAPTATIONS FOR INDEPENDENCE or HAFI is a grant program through
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EXPLORING SHAFTESBURY:
THOMAS HARDY’S SHASTON

By Chris Millikan
Descriptions in Thomas Hardy’s 19th century
classics inspire a walking holiday in rural Dorset.
Shaftesbury, which he called Shaston, acquaints
us with one of his book’s well-loved setting.
From our cozy lodgings in Fontmell Magna,
a shuttle whisks us to the outskirts of town.
Dropping us off, the personable driver grins,
“See ya’ at the Town Hall about 5! Cheerio!”
Following a worn, maple-shaded footpath,
we tramp alongside grassy fields where plump
partridges scratch and peck for breakfast.
Charming laneways zigzag us past pretty houses;
their tidy plots overflow with vegetables and
bright flowers. Just past a weathered pub, a short
but steep hill challenges us.
Trudging its centuries-old cobblestone street,
we wind up Gold Hill into Shaftesbury’s historic
center. At a rustic table outside Salt Cellar Café,
a wedge of Dorset Apple Cake with yummy
Devon cream rewards the effort. At our feet,
quaint red-roofed cottages border the iconic
street. Muted green hills of the Cranborne Chase
extend to the horizon. “One o’ Dorset’s finest
scenes, that,” asserts a local at the next table.
“It’s in books, movies…even commercials!”
Across the courtyard, two stone buildings
house Gold Hill Museum. Inside the foyer,
volunteer and local artist Janet interprets her
lively mural. “Without its own water, this hilltop
market town relied on wells below in Enmore
Green,” she smiles. “My painting shows citizens
dressed in finery parading a decorated mace
down the hill with annual tributes for their water.
Of course, cups of ale and dancing followed!”
Eight galleries of artifacts recount a long
history. Handcrafted buttons, fine lacework and
decorative costumes reflect early cottage
industries. In a corner, Dorset’s oldest handdrawn fire-pump dates to 1744. One glass case
exhibits a marching band’s big bass drum…and
‘serpent,’ a snakelike reed instrument.
When leaving, a beautiful poster catches our
eye. Based on an all-time favourite 1970’s TV
ad, a bread delivery boy pushes his laden bicycle
up Gold Hill. This commercial promoted
nutritious Hovis bread, popularized Dorset’s
most picturesque view…and launched filmmaker
Ridley Scott’s brilliant career!
Around the corner, cliff-side Park Walk

provides glorious lower town vistas,
including resplendent Saint James
Cathedral. Hedgerows quilt the
rolling pasturelands beyond.
An opposite high wall encloses
Shaftesbury Abbey Museum and
Gardens. Inside, audio-guide
narrators help us visualize the
flourishing abbey employing
hundreds of locals. Ordering
dissolution of such wealthy
monasteries in 1536, Henry VIII
demolished this abbey three years
later.
Excavated foundations now
outline its immensity; rubble
encloses beds of fragrant heirloom
roses and hundreds of herbs. Posed
amid delicate pink blooms, King
Alfred’s statue gazes sternly over
ruins of the prosperous convent
he’d established in 888.
Along a neighbouring lane sits
Ox House. Red and yellow roses
climb its 17th century stone and
stucco walls. Reading a blue
heritage marker, we’re delighted to
discover Hardy featured it as ‘Old
Grove Place’ in Jude the Obscure,
his last novel.
Returning along High Street,
we find Town Hall. Another plaque
indicates it replaced an open-arched
artisans’ Guildhall in 1827. A
handsome clock stands amid a
medieval crenulated roofline and
portico for carriages. Craft Fair
tables set in front recall street
markets of the distant past.
The town’s oldest church towers
next door. Known for stained glass
windows, 14th century Saint Peter’s originally
served pilgrims journeying to Shaftesbury Abby.
There, thousands prayed for healing miracles at a
holy shrine containing relics of saint Edward, the
Martyr…a murdered teenage king.
Our memorable time in Hardy’s Shaston ends
out on the Mitre Pub’s back terrace. Savouring
haddock, crispy chips, piping hot mushy peas and
ciders, we soak in the Blackmore Vale’s panorama

stretching before us.
Plan Your Own Visit:
• BritRail Passes: Check schedules & buy
in Canada at www.acprail.com
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they are still in living there. No crying. Not accepting
Cozy
or even acknowledging the loss.
2-Anger-"why me?” feelings of wanting to fight
Corner
back or get even with spouse of divorce, for death,
anger at the deceased, blaming them for leaving.
3-Bargaining-bargaining often takes place before
"Lets Talk" the loss.
Attempting to make deals with the spouse

By Janet Isherwood

A place for seniors and their families to speak
out, share stories and ask questions.
When I first read this article, I knew I just had to
share with everyone. Enjoy and pass it along to someone you know would benefit from these words.
Shared by Shabnam Khan.
Grief & SelfcareGrief is a somewhat complicated and misunderstood emotion. Yet, grief is something that, unfortunately, we must all experience at some time or other.
We will all inevitably experience loss. Whether it is a
loss through death, divorce or any other loss, the
stages of grieving are somewhat the same.
There are five stages of grief. If we get stuck in
one stage or the other, the process of grieving is not
complete, and cannot be complete. Thus there will be
no healing. A person most likely goes through five
stages to be well again, to heal. Not everyone goes
through the stages at the same time. It is different for
each person. You cannot force a person through the
stages, they have to go at their own pace, and you
may go one step forward then take two steps backward, but this is all part of the process, and individual
to each person.
The following five stages must be completed for
healing to occur:
1-Denial-"this can't be happening to me", looking
for the former spouse in familiar places, or if it is
death, setting the table for the person or acting as if

CLASSIFIEDS

REGARDING TODAYS
SENIOR NEWSMAGAZINE
To our valued readers, advertisors and supporters:
During the Covid-19 situation for which we are all
unfortunately having to endure at this time, we won’t
be taking any mailed in classifieds or placing new
mailed subscriptions at the current time it may be
necessary to suspend both of those services until the
current situation resolves. At present we will be placing future editions online.
Todays Senior newsmagazine has been supporting
community interests for over 25 years and we hope to
remain as operational as possible however we will be
significantly impacted by the current situation.
Currently our staff is able to work remotely to prevent
risk of exposure.
Many business's we work with have felt the
impact as well and have had to close their doors temporarily . We realize that many will not have access to
this edition of the paper so we invite you to visit us
online by going to our website and telling your fellow
readers that we are still here.
We encourage readers to visit us directly at.

http://todaysseniornewsmagazine.com/
Disclaimer: Due care and attention is used in checking advertising
copy for accuracy and legitimacy, but no warranty is implied or given by
the publishers. We reserve the right to refuse any advertising or editorial
submissions which we believe to be inconsistent with the concept of
the publication. As Today’s Senior continues to grow in popularity, an
increasing number of people and businesses are advertising their service,
concept or product as either a regular advertisement or in a paid editorial
format. Therefore we suggest that you follow logical consumer practices
and guidelines when purchasing any products or services. We can no
longer accept classifieds of a personal nature.
The management and staff of Today’s Senior cannot recommend any
product or service that appears in
Today’s Senior Newsmagazine.

who is leaving or attempting to make deals with God
to stop or change the loss. Begging, wishing and
praying for them to come back.
4-Depression-overwhelming feelings of hopelessness, frustration, bitterness, self-pity, mourning
loss of person as well as the hopes, dreams and plans
for the future. Feeling lack of control, feeling numb.
Perhaps feeling suicidal.
5-Acceptance-there is a difference between resignation and acceptance. You have to accept the loss,
not just try to bear it quietly. Realization that it takes
two to make or break a marriage. Realization that the
person is gone (in death) that it is not their fault; they
didn't leave you on purpose. (even in cases of suicide,
often the deceased person, was not in their right frame
of mind) Finding the good that can come out of the
pain of loss, finding comfort and healing. Our goals
turn toward personal growth. Stay with fond memories of person.
Get help. You will survive. You will heal, even if
you cannot believe that now, just know that it is true.
To feel pain after loss is normal. It proves that we are
alive, human. But we can't stop living. We have to
become stronger, while not shutting off our feelings
for the hope of one day being healed and finding love
and/or happiness again.
Helping others through something we have experienced is a wonderful way to facilitate our healing
and bring good out of something tragic.
Family Counselor s.khan@shsbc.ca
Look forward to speaking with you all again next
month.
cozycornernews@gmail.com
SERVICES

SENIORS SUPPORT - Caring Loving Companionship. Care
Aide. 50 years experience. Surrey, Langley Area. Phone778-571-9888 email- miksas_hugga@telus.net
5-12
DO YOU NEED DENTURES? - Missing a few teeth or have
no teeth at all? A Caring Licensed Mobile Denturist serving
Vancouver, Burnaby and Tri-Cities area.
FREE
CONSULTATION! Please Call: 604-724-0031.
5-1
HEALTHSTANCE FOOT CARE - Mobile foot care nurse,
ACCEPTING NEW CLIENTS, Treatment for: diabetic and
non-diabetic feet, cutting and thinning of thick/fungal nails,
removal of corn, calluses, dry and cracked heels, bunions,
pain management. All equipment are sterilized following BC
ministry of health best practice guidelines .778-779-7444
						5-12
TONYS PAINTING - We Paint Condo's T/Homes, APT's
Homes, Basements. Walls Trims Ceilings, 30 years exp.
BBB, Insured, Licensed. 604-329-3802 / 604-855-4143(Abby)
Professional, Reliable, FREE ESTIMATES, Langley, Fraser
Valley, Surrey, White Rock Toll Free 1-800-504-9921 6-10
MANICURED NAILS - Beautiful Gel Polish lasts up to 14
days+licensed english beautician of 15 years at your home:
$35.00 includes tax Tuesday/Thursday afternoons. Nail
Parties available as well (East Abbotsford). please email
beautifulnailsathome@mail.com			10-6
PEDICURE FOOTCARE - IN YOUR HOME - Licensed
Mobile Aesthetician with 26 years experience offering Foot
Care treatment that includes foot analysis, thick toenail cutting/filing, calluses, corns and foot circulation massage.
Servicing Langley and South Surrey. $45 Call Christine at
778-809-2645					4-6
CLEANING IN MOTION - Serving your area Monday to
Friday weekend calls taken in advance booking 778-3855129 Rate $30/hr minimum 2hrs Home Owner Supplies
Products. Book Today for a spiffy clean!		
4-6
TEETH "CLEANED" - In your home by RDH with 30+ years
clinical experience + 20+ years mobile, caring for seniors
and persons with disabilities. Please call Linda 604-2319747						4-2
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PROTECTING YOURSELF
FROM FRAUD DURING COVID-19
Safeguarding against scams can be a challenge.
This is especially true during difficult periods like we
are experiencing now. The COVID-19 pandemic is
creating a lot of uncertainty and worry – the very
things that fraudsters thrive on.
Scams can include phone calls, emails and texts
that seem to be from financial institutions asking for
personal or financial information. If you receive this
kind of request, be cautious. Financial institutions
will never ask for personal information, login credentials or account information by email or text message.
If you are suspicious about information you
receive related to your banking, contact the financial
institution directly before taking any action.
Here are a few more tips to help you be vigilant
during this unprecedented time:
Never click on links or attachments in unsolicited
or suspicious emails.
Never give out your personal or financial information by email or text.
When banking online, enter your financial institution’s website address in your browser yourself.
Beware of questionable offers related to relief
measures or quick fixes. If it seems too good to be
true, it probably is.
In the unfortunate event that you do experience
financial fraud, it’s important to inform your financial
institution immediately. You should also report the
incident to your local police and the Canadian AntiFraud Centre by calling its toll-free line at 1-888-4958501 or completing an online report.
Find more information on identity theft, types of
fraud, and other threats or scams at canada.ca/money.
www.newscanada.com
WANTED

EXPERIENCED IRONER - To Iron women's blouses. I am a
senior with arthritis and can no longer manage the job. I'm
located near Marshall Road and Ware, Abbotsford 604-8529355
FOR SALE

LOOKING FOR WATKINS PRODUCTS? - Go to www.
Watkins1868.com/wilf.hellyer to see complete catalogue
and prices. All orders over $100+tax FREE DELIVERY.
Orders under $100 $10.95+tax questions call Wilf Hellyer at
604-591-7248. Before ordering go to upper leftop, hit = to
enlarge Canadian Flag.				4-2
For Sale: Christmas Plates 1978, 1979, 1980, 1982, 1983,
1984, 1985,1986, 1988 Elvis Presley Records 100 New 78's
Avon Mrs. Glbee great variety phone 604-531-6422 evenings.
SERVICES

HEART TO HEART CARE - Specializes in: Senior Care, End
of life care, Person care, Companionship, Meal preparation,
Alzheimer's/Dementia, Shopping, Appointments, Light
housekeeping, Regular Care updates, Individuals with special needs, Minimum 3 hrs per visit Call our team
604-813-5175 					4-4
CLEANING LADY FOR YOU! - I do residential house cleaning and apartment buildings. I have alot of regular customers
that I have once a week, twice a week, every other week or
just once a month. I have a great attitude, working very hard
and efficient contact 604-813-5175			
4-4
EXPERIENCED HANDYMAN - home maintenance, small
electrical, plumbing jobs, installing taps, toilets, unplugging
drains, etc or discuss your needs. References, work guaranteed, bonded, insured.
Call Stan- 604-440-1777.
COMFORT CARE - (mobile home service technician) sales,
or repair, shoprider scooters, or any brand, walkers, wheelchairs, manual/tilt/power, bath chairs, canes, etc, batteries in
stock, 			
Call Stan- 604-440-1777.
COVID VIRUS- SUPPLY DELIVERY DRIVER available to
deliver groceries, baby food, prescriptions, and any other
supply needs. (servicing White Rock, Surrey, Walnut Grove,
& Langley. Call 778-233-3901)

